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Do you need a hosting for your Mobility Project?

Our Learning Offers and related learning objectives:

Erasmus+ ‘KA1 mobility’ courses are a great opportunity for You
(youth, staff working in adult education, Vocational Training and
Education, Schools and Higher Education Institutions) to learn and
share European professional knowledge and experiences. CESIE
offers, as leading training provider, several courses for different target
groups on different topics for You to join by applying for European
funding and, to finally enjoy the learning experience in the welcoming
Mediterranean City of Palermo (Sicily).

Duration: between 5 days and 2 months
Venue: Palermo, Sicily

Our courses are designed to meet participants’ professional needs
and wishes so as to provide tools and methods on formal and
non-formal learning approaches - through innovative and sustainable
education and training activities. Do you believe that an educational
journey should be fun and adventurous?

CESIE does!
Do you want to send groups or individuals to Italy?
CESIE, whose office is in Palermo (Sicily), designs Traineeship,
Placement ,Training, Language courses, Capacity building in any area:
EU project planning and management, Networking events, Non-formal
education, Youth capacity building, ICT/Communication, Responsible
tourism & agriculture, Disability, Migration, Cooking, Hospitality etc.,
and we can prepare a specific proposal “ad hoc” for your Mobility
Project.

CESIE IS YOUR PARTNER!
If you are looking for partners to start your Project,
get in touch with us:
Rita Quisillo - rita.quisillo@cesie.org
CESIE - Via Roma 94, 90133
Palermo - Italy
Tel: +39 091 61 64 224
Fax: +39 091 62 30 849

Project Management
- EU project management (from project design to final reporting)
- To improve skills in Project Cycle Management (PCM)
- To learn more on Quality Assurance and outreach strategies
- To have a deeper understanding on 2014-2020 funding programmes

Institutional Communication and ICT
- To improve ICT skills
- To understand of the concept of institutional visual identity
- To raise awareness about EC contractual rules on dissemination and
exploitation
- To learn basic of web programming

Intercultural and Intergenerational learning in Adult Education
- To gain broader understanding on how to use, exploit and promote
intangible cultural heritage
- To deal with multiple discrimination, intercultural, intergenerational
dialogue, social inclusion through creative approaches
- To have a deeper understanding of recognition and validation of key
competencies

Special Needs
- To improve skills in dealing with disabilities
- To have a deeper understanding on social inclusion
- To gain knowledge on the possible therapies and tools

Childcare
- To deal with creative approaches
- To improve skills in non-formal in child education
- To strengthen the development of child competences, and more
specifically of those in high risk of early school leaving

Responsible Tourism, Hotel Industry and Food Service
- To gain knowledge on the different strategies and tools of communication
to promote responsible tourism
- To improve skills in welcoming customer
- To deal with the organizational development in the food industry
- To have a deeper understanding of the hotel facilities

Networking
- To improve skills in doing institutional networking
- To understand the potential of online learning communities
- To learn from social media experiences for institutional outreach
- To gain skills on how to organize an event

Capacity Building
- To improve skills in promoting innovation, and cooperation in the area of
youth work and non-formal learning
- To have deeper understanding on dialogue, cooperation, networking, and
exchange of good practices

Non-formal education
- To improve skills in non-formal education tools and methods
- To have a deeper understanding on group dynamics
- To gain broader understanding on how to use, exploit and promote
non-formal education methods

Social inclusion and integration
- To improve skills in promoting social inclusion and equal opportunities
- To deal with discrimination and conflict resolution/problem solving
- To promote migrants’ integration into the European labour market

Active Ageing
- To improve skills in intergenerational dialogue
- To gain broader understanding on how to use, exploit and promote
intangible heritage of senior citizens
- To understand seniors’ marginalisation, discrimination, lack of support and
absence of adapted environments

First Aid
- To compare and learn more about different methods of first aid
intervention
- To deepen knowledge on European health systems and facilities
- To learn basic first aid techniques to cope with emergency
(e.g. immediate treatment given to the victim of an accident)

Other sector, other learning needs?
We design customised training and hosting opportunities, feel free to express your expectations!
Moreover, by request we are happy to provide You with the following services/facilities:
Italian language course, with our
professional teachers or with the
language school Scuola d'Italiano
per stranieri.

www.itastra.unipa.it
Sicily Cultural Programme - We can
organize cultural visits to different
touristic places in Sicily, Palermo
and its surroundings, such as the
Cathedral of Monreale, Mondello,
Sanctuary of Saint Rosalia, Cefalù,
Erice and Segesta, Etna etc..

CESIE people are with you all around
Management:

Logistics:

Trainings:

Intercultural learning:

- Administrative and financial management
- Monitoring/Tutoring
- Europass Certificate
- Final Report

- Multiple training structures
- Job placements

- Accommodation
- Airport Transfer
- Local Transport
- 24 hours emergency support

- Cultural visit of Palermo and surroundings
- Intercultural and local social activities
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Stay tuned!
Contact us to learn more:
Rita Quisillo: rita.quisillo@cesie.org
CESIE
Via Roma, 94 - 90133
Palermo - Italy
Tel: +39 091 616 4224
Fax: +39 091 623 0849
www.cesie.org
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